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The meeting on September 14, 2014 will feature Walt
Chandler. Mr. Chandler, is a traditional carpenter
who has been doing new construction work and
historic restoration work for 40 years on the Eastern
shore of Virginia. Walt will be talking about traditional
carpentry as a trade and some of the techniques that
separate it from common modern carpentry, as well
as some of the more memorable experiences of his
long career
The meeting will begin with the parking lot tool swap
from 10:30 to 11:30.
The mini-auction will
commence at 11:30 and the formal presentation of
the guest speaker, at approximately 12:30. Please
don't commence selling or trading tools before
10:30am because of McLean's Sunday ordinances.
JULY MEETING

DIRECTIONS/MAP TO THE MEETING HALL
American Legion Post 270, 1355 Balls Hill Road,
McLean, VA 22101
A. The beltway from Maryland. Take Exit 44 (VA 193;
Georgetown Pike). Cross over I-495 to the first light
(Balls Hill Road). Turn right, go 1.4 miles to the
meeting hall.
B. From inside the beltway, going north on the GW
Parkway. Take the McLean Exit (Chain Bridge Road Dolley Madison Blvd, VA. 123). Proceed on Dolley
Madison Blvd about 4 miles to Old Dominion. Right
about 1⁄2 mile to Balls Hill Road. Turn left and go
about 1⁄2 mile to the meeting hall which will be on the
left.
C. The beltway from Springfield, Va. Take Exit 46
(VA. 123, Dolley Madison Blvd). Go about 1.5 miles
to Lewinsville Road. Turn left to the next light (about
one block), then turn right onto Balls Hill Road.

by BILL WALMSLEY

The featured speaker for this month’s meeting was
Joe Grennon, owner of Awesome Metal
Restoration. In his Kensington, MD shop he and
his assistant of seven years are dedicated to the
restoration, conservation, repair, and finishing of
metal work. The presentation took the format of a
question and answer session.
How to treat a piece that is brought in involves a
discussion with the customer. Often it’s necessary
to explain to them what they have from a historical
and value perspective, determine what they want
to end up with (e.g. something to look at vs.
something to use vs. preserved) as an antique or
family heirloom. Then the various treatment
options for those end states can be discussed,
including the budget that each requires. You want
to do the right thing in the work that you do. What
does this mean is subject to interpretation, who
would fix the crack in the Liberty Bell or put the
arms back on Venus DeMilo? In not restoring
something you are preserving the life that it had
but that doesn’t often result in a piece that

ascetically is all that it could be, certainly it doesn’t
return it to that brand new look. It’s always better to do
little (you can always do a bit more) rather than too
much – when undoing is either not possible at worst
and difficult and time consuming at best.
With training as a conservator it’s often difficult to draw
the appropriate lines between a conservators guiding
principles: Do No Harm and Make Everything
Reversible.
There are always tradeoffs between
conserving a piece and keeping it as a user.
Reversibility is a goal but depending on circumstances
reversibility may become a very complex process.
Something as seemingly simple as removing dirt
becomes extremely problematic or impossible to try
and reverse. Rusting is a non-reversible process - as
the rust (iron oxide) falls off the original metal is gone.
Silver oxidation on the other hand is reversible, if
properly treated the silver oxide reverts back to the
original silver. Even something as seemingly benign as
heating a piece of metal can alter it’s properties by
potentially removing temper. Working the metal can
introduce hardening which also alters the piece at a
fundamental molecular level. Again reversibility is a
goal.
One of the least impact finishes for metal is wax. Most
of the commercial waxes, e.g. Butcher’s, Trewax, etc.
are proprietary formulations of candelilla, bees, and
carnauba waxes with various solvents and other
ingredients. Joe often warms the piece to draw the
wax into the micro pores and then applies a final coat
of carnauba for extra protection from the elements,
particularly when it’s an outside piece. If looking for the
presentation aspects of the piece I may go with
encaustic wax where the wax is mixed with pigments
and in its application the surface color is altered.
Renaissance (museum) wax is an entirely different
product. It’s a synthetic microcrystalline wax that is
designed to have no/minimal impact on a pieces
substrate.
Does he follow Herb Keane’s (a noted NJ tool restorer)
definition of the condition that tools should be
maintained: That is the condition that the craftsman
would have kept the tool in - clean, sharp, and ready
for use? Joe takes some exception to this prescription
particularly the clean part since most craftsmen don’t
spend a lot of time cleaning their tools, it takes time
from using the tool to provide a livelihood.

Powder coating as a metal finish? For outdoors
it’s a great durable finish. It is very altering of the
original in that the piece must first be blasted to
bare metal to get a clean base surface. If a piece
is going outside it’s best to next add a zinc coating
(almost like galvanizing) and then finish with a
color layer. He likes the Rustoleum brand of
paints although Krylon is also pretty good.
Vertical surfaces are easier to paint than
horizontal as they are less apt to have dust and
other air borne particles adhering to the surface
that must be sanded off.
Finishing brass? The best method to remove
paint from brass is with paint stripper but you want
to use heavy-duty methylene chloride based
strippers. While having safety issues associated
with use, they more than make up for it in
effectiveness. You can apply plastic wrap on top
of the applied stripper to slow the evaporation rate
and extend its effectiveness. To keep the brass
looking its polished best, a lacquer top-coat is still
the best approach. Properly applied it will last 2030 years. While nitrocellulose lacquer is pretty
much becoming extinct, formulations of water
borne lacquers are improving all the time.
Cleaning leather? Leather is a complex material
and the tanned surface is treated differently than
the body of the leather. Start with saddle soap
and see where end up with that. You want to try
and restore suppleness to the leather. Any oil
that you apply to the surface will soak in and
polymerize within the leather.
Shop lighting? Pepco recently came by and
replaced all the interior lights in his shop with
LED’s which has really made things a lot brighter.
Prior to that he had T-8 fluorescent bulbs in all his
fixtures.
Some days go better than others. If things aren’t
going well it might be a good idea to give it a rest
and try again another day, e.g. soldering pewter is
always hard, it’s like soldering solder and better
saved for your good days. Joe provided practical
insight and if you have questions and are in his
Kensington neighborhood stop by and say hello.
http://www.awesomemetals.com
joe@awesomemetals.com
301.897.3266
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PATINA Bank Balance

Date
Checking Account
Savings Account

August
2013
$6,132.36
$10,000.17

December
2013
$3,942.54
$10,000.42

July
2014
$6,950.71
$10,001.16

Certificates of
Deposit (2)
Credit Card
Debit Card

$17,469.88
$0.00
$0.00

$17,483.19
$0.00
$0.00

$17,523.81
$0.00
$0.00

$33,602.41

$31,426.15

$34,475.68

Total

The Tool and Trade Museum at Troyes, France

By HUGH SOUTH

Background
The Rev. Paul Feller, a Jesuit priest, had a great
interest in tools, not only as objects in themselves but
also for the way the tool conveyed the culture, the
craftsmanship, and the life story of the man or woman
who used it. Rev. Feller amassed a large collection
of handmade tools dating from the 17th to the 19th
centuries, and in 1974 he and others established the
Maison de l’Outil et de la pensée ouvrière (or The
Tool and Trade Museum in the official English
translation) in the town of Troyes (roughly
pronounced “Twah”) in France.
The museum is
housed in the Hôtel de Mauroy, a building which was
originally built as a private home in 1556.
Collections
Today the collection comprises about 10,000 tools
displayed in 60 cabinets on two floors of the museum.
Tools are organized by trade and the coverage of
trades is extensive: coopering, basket making,
logging, woodworking, masonry, file making, tailoring,
lace making, truing of millstones, and on and on.
Every tool is labeled. The labels are in French, but
the museum provides a loose-leaf notebook with
translations of the labels into English and a halfdozen other languages. There is also a technical
reference library of 32,000 volumes.

Figure 1: French Axes

Some displays show tools grouped by type, as
in this display of the types of axes or the
accompanying photo showing measuring tools.
All photographs were taken by the author with
the permission of the museum staff.
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Other exhibits show the tools grouped by trade or task.
For example, the next photo shows the tools and
techniques used in coopering.

Figure 3: Coopering Tools

The museum contains many unusual tools, both for their
function as well as their decoration. Fig. 4 shows two
bourre-mortiers, a tool that masons used to push a mortar
composed of fine sand and lime into the small joints
between building stones.

Figure 2: Measuring tools

The final example from the museum is a decorated
bigorne, an anvil with conically shaped pointed ends that
a tinsmith used to shape pieces. This photo is a detail
from a large display of tinsmithing tools.

Figure 4: Bourre-mortiers

Figure 5: Tinsmith Anvil
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Getting There

References in English

The town of Troyes is located 180km (112mi)
southeast of Paris, and can be visited as a daytrip
from Paris by taking a train from the Gare de l’Est.
Travel time is 1½ hours each way, and the round-trip
second class fare is about 35€ ($48). The museum
is a 10-minute level walk from the train station. One
can download a town map showing the location of the
museum from the website of the Tourist Information
Office (Ref 2). The town of Troyes itself is quite
interesting with many half-timbered buildings and
cobblestone>streets.

1. Museum website: http://mopo3.com/en/
2. Troyes Tourism: http://en.tourismetroyes.com/discover/for-museums-lovers/themuseum-of-craft-tools-maison-de-loutil-and-workreflection
3. About.com article:
http://gofrance.about.com/od/champagneardenner
egion/ss/Top-Attractions-In-TroyesChampagne_4.htm
References on French Tools (in French)

Opening Hours and Admission
April – September: open 10am to 6pm daily
October – March: closed Tuesdays; otherwise open
10am to 6pm
Closed 1 January and 25 December
Regular admission 6.5€ ($8)
Discount admission 3€, ages 12-18, students, and
unemployed visitors

1. Godefroy, Jean-Cyrille, Guide des outils et
objets domestiques, SELD-Jean-Cyrille Godefoy,
Paris, 1997.
2. Peretz, Jean-Claude, l’outil et le compagnon,
SELD-Jean-Cyrille Godefoy, Paris, 2005.
3. Robert, Jean-François, Outils, et machines des
métiers du bois, Éditions H. Vial, Paris, 2006.

While in Paris
Visitors interested in tools and trades should consider
visiting the bookstore Librairie du Camée: Arts et
Métiers, 70 rue Saint André des Arts, 75006, while in
Paris. The proprietress, Mme. Françoise Cogan,
offers a large selection of relevant books in French
and in English as well. Mme. Cogan also speaks
English fluently. The shop is located on the Left
Bank of the Seine not too far from Place Saint-Michel.

EAIA Regional Meeting Announcement
The EAIA is having a great regional meeting in Perry Hall, MD on September 13 (make a weekend of
tools and trades as I see the PATINA meeting is on the 14th.) There will be blacksmithing
demonstrations and a demonstration of foundry sand casting. There will be great food, pre registration
is required. Here is the link to the information and registration, please share it with your members as
this is close by and will be a fun day! http://eaiainfo.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/EAIA-Reg-MtgSept-2014-Ray-Zeleny-Form-and-Flyer.pdf
John H. Verrill
Executive Director
Early American Industries Association
http://eaiainfo.org/
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HARDWARE DEALER AND THE FATHER OF A CIVIL WAR SPY
by JOHN WILLIAMS
Recently, I acquired a joiner with the Richmond,
Virginia hardware dealer’s name of Van Lew and Smith
stamped on the toe. Before getting to the partial story
of the Van Lew family and their role in Civil War
spying, some limited background of what is currently
known about Virginia hardware dealers and the planes
they carried may be helpful in understanding the
significance of the Van Lew family name in Richmond,
the Capitol of the Confederacy, and in other parts of
Virginia.
During the course of 25 years or so collecting
woodworking tools I’ve had one other Virginia marked
plane and have seen a few others. In Thomas L.
Elliott’s A Field Guide to the Makers of American
Wooden Planes this Virginia Hardware Dealer plane
carries a four star rating. I also used another resource,
Richard Hay’s 1981 Directory of Baltimore Plane and
Edge Tool Makers 1796-1900. The directory was
published in 1981 and is now out of print. Therein the
author identified, in addition to Baltimore plane and
edge tool makers, several other makers in the midAtlantic region as well as Virginia plane makers and
hardware dealers. He identifies four Richmond Van
Lew “partnerships” with the names: Van Lew & Harris,
Van Lew & Smith, Van Lew Smith & Co. Van Lew &
Taylor, all from his diligent research of Richmond City
Directories and elsewhere. A fifth “partnership“ is
identified as Van Lew and Morton with a notation that
they were hardware merchants in Petersburg, VA,
which is south of Richmond. Based on the order in
which the partnership names appear in the City
Directories. The major owner is likely to have been
John Van Lew and the minority partner was the second
name stamped.
With the hardware dealer name being most important
to the dealer seldom do you find a hardware dealer
marked plane with the maker’s mark as well. For the
collector, only a very few hardware dealer planes carry
the makers mark as well. I know of two Virginia
hardware dealers with identifiable makers’ marks on
the planes they sold. A Van Lew marked plane is
referenced in Tom Elliot’s book, noted above. Here,
together with the Van Lew and Smith name appears
“T.J. M’Master & Co. Auburn made for Van Lew Smith
and Co. Richmond”. The other plane in my collection
marketed by C.J. Sinton & Co/Richmond Virginia (and
was manufactured by the Arrowmammett Works /
Middleton, Conn). As you may know, Arrowmammett
Works was the trade name of the Baldwin Tool Co.
from 1836-1857. Given the few Virginia hardware

dealer planes appearing in the tool collector
marketplace and how infrequently they appear, I
would like to think there are a few other Virginia
hardware dealer marked planes with identifiable
maker’s marks still available to the collection. Now,
back to the Civil War spy story. Several weeks after
receiving the recently acquired Van Lew plane
mentioned above and while reading a book
unrelated to my interest in woodworking tools, I
again came across the name Van Lew; generally not
the most frequently referenced name. Allen W.
Dulles, former Director of the CIA, authored The
Craft of Intelligence published in 2006. In chapter 2,
The Evolution of American Intelligence, several
pages are devoted to espionage within the context of
the American Revolutionary and Civil Wars. In
pages focused on the Civil War, I learned of one
Elizabeth Van Lew and as Mr. Dulles noted she was
“the single most valuable spy the North ever had”
(p29).

With a little curiosity and a little time, I began an
internet search to confirm or not, the connection
between Elizabeth Van Lew and the hardware
dealer of Richmond with the same name. Thinking
incorrectly that some historical information about the
firm ought to be readily available online more so
than the person, my approach was quickly
redirected as numerous references were identified
describing the life of Elizabeth as a spy and the
espionage work she performed. Given the apparent
limited information of the hardware firm bearing the
Van Lew name, further research may be warranted.
With the available extensive information about the
Van Lew family on the internet, it need not be
included here other than to briefly reference the
following from Kimberly J. Largent’s book Elizabeth
Van Lew: Crazy Bet Brings Down Richmond. Here
the connection between wood working planes
bearing the hardware merchant name of Van Lew
and the Civil War espionage mission of his daughter
comes together. Again from Largent’s book
“Elizabeth Van Lew, born October 12, 1818, was the
oldest of three children born to John Van Lew, a
successful Richmond hardware dealer, and
Elizabeth “Eliza” Baker, daughter of Philadelphia
mayor Hilary Baker. The Van Lew’s lived lavishly in
an elegant three-and-one-half story mansion atop
Church Hill outside Richmond.
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They also owned a farm opposite City Point where
crops were grown in fields worked by a dozen slaves
owned by the Van Lew family. That farm would later
become an integral part of Elizabeth’s Richmond spy
ring. Elizabeth Van Lew died September 25th, 1900 at
the age of 81. She rests in Shockoe Hill Cemetery,
Richmond, buried vertically, facing north. She was
inducted into the Military Hall of Fame in 1993.

While finding numerous resources focused on the life
of Elizabeth Van Lew, historical information about the
Van Lew hardware firm and its various partnerships
appears limited and awaiting further research. If you
have any additional information to add, please notify
me at mailto:fourjs4484@aol.com .

RETIREMENT OF THE EDITOR

In September, 1984 Dale Bultman graciously
accepted editorship of the PATINAGRAM and after
producing 180 editions spanning parts of four
decades he is reluctantly relinquishing day-to-day
duties as editor with this the September edition. It is
not possible to measure the appreciation and warm
regards PATINA members have for Dale, not only for
the faithful rendering of PATINAGRAM over the
years, but for his cheerful and collegial
companionship on the trail of antique tools and
industries we all pursue. As many know, Dale spent
much of his professional career with the United
States Navy until retiring in 1988. Over the years he
studied and published research on marine biology
and the discovery and development of products
related to preservation of materials in marine and
terrestrial environments. He dedicated himself to
science and service to our country and proudly holds
five patents based on his original research. Dale’s
keen interest in tools, instruments, and technologies
laid firm founding to the articles he prepared for
PATINAGRAM. He tirelessly recruited authors for
our newsletter and encouraged members to publish
original work on topics related to the club mission.
His personal tool collection focuses on wooden
planes including molding, surfacing and smoothing,
and sash making examples from the 19th and 20th
century. As PATINA officers and members came and
went over the past four decades Dale’s steady and
professional leadership ensured a smooth transition
by seamlessly producing six editions of the
PATINAGRAM every year. Managing the production,
printing, and mailing of six issues each year may
seem like a trivial task,

by JIM GLASS

but no one in the club offered to serve as editor
when Dale expressed some interest in passing the
torch which speaks for itself.
Now as the search for a new editor begins it may be
time to reassess the method of assembling and
delivering our iconic periodical. Opinions are hereby
solicited on the subject of whether the
PATINAGRAM could be posted on the website and
made available for downloading as an electronic file.
Alternatively, if members were to provide their email
could the PATINAGRAM be delivered to members in
that manner? Perhaps there are other ideas to
consider that might improve the timeliness and
accessibility of our communications while also
reducing the burden of producing content needed to
sustain our membership.
As for the next issue of PATINAGRAM, please
direct all articles, news items, and other content to
me until a new editor surfaces. And, please send
thoughts on the future of PATINAGRAM to Jim
Glass at wjglass@verizon.net
But, most importantly, please join me in expressing
appreciation to Dale Bultman for his outstanding and
critical contribution to PATINA. Fortunately, Dale
still attends every PATINA event and I know he
enjoys seeing and talking to each and every
member. From all of your friends in the tool club,

THANK YOU DALE!
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FAREWELL

the EDITOR

This September issue will be my last one as editor of the
PATINAGRAM. I have held this post for thirty years and
that is a long time, and also a time to step down. Our
President, Jim Glass, will serve as editor until a new
editor can be recruited, and I wish him well in that quest.
It is important that a new editor be found as soon as
possible because the PATINAGRAM is the glue that
holds PATINA together.

And I certainly will miss composing the newsletter
for each issue. All of these issues were prepared
using an ancient word processing program, starting
with WordPerfect 5 and working though
WordPerfect 12. I am probably the only person in
the world still using this word processing
application. But it always worked, so why kick a
sleeping dog?

I look at this event as being a sad one, yet a glad one.
For instance, I leave with a large display cabinet filled
with cudgels coated with the dried blood of authors who
had no idea regarding deadlines and getting the
PATINAGRAM on its way to the printer on time. But they
learned fast!

All of our program chairmen (currently Lee
Richmond) in the past have done a wonderful job
arranging for speakers. To me, that is the hardest
job of all, and one I wouldn’t touch with a 10 foot
pole. The people who handle the spring auction and
the dealer sales (currently André Barbeau and Dave
Murphy, respectively) also hold my sincere esteem.
PATINA has been blessed over the years at having
members willing to do these jobs. They are as
important to PATINA as the PATINAGRAMS. And,
Hugh South won’t have to send me checks anymore
to cover my expenses. We had a very good
working relationship: he knew how to write checks,
and I knew how to cash them.

There were a lot of happier times, too, particularly when I
could walk away after leaving the PATINAGRAM at the
printer and before I had to start worrying about the next
issue. I always worried about getting out the next
newsletter on time. That is because I was never able to
tell in advance when my computer or my printer would
decide to take a day off, except it was usually just before
a deadline. This was always an occasion for me to add
a few more cuss words to my ever expanding vocabulary
in that category.
And the times spent with Sam Pickens at the Building
Museum listening to people tell their kids how a tool was
supposed to work (blind leading the blind). But this
could have been worse like instructing their kids on how
to use an AK47.

But enough of this rambling. It could go on for
hours, and I don’t want to bore my readers to death.
— or begin to sound like a Congressman/ woman.
Must be politically correct!
Dale Bultman
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Catalogue E
Office and Store, 28-30 S. Sycamore Street
PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA
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Making The Summer Home - 1908

First Class Mail
Dated Material

PATINAGRAM is the official bimonthly publication of the
Potomac Antique Tools and Industries Association, Inc.
whose purpose is to promote increased knowledge and
preservation of the tools and industries of our ancestors.
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